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Debra Howland, Esq.
Executive Director and Secretary
Public Utilities Commission
21 S. Fruit St., Suite 10
Concord, NH 03301

Re: COE filing DG 15 —377

Dear Ms. Howland,

This letter is hereby filed to correct testimony that was erroneously given at the COE hearing DG
15-377 on October 19, 2015. The testimony needs to be restated to reflect accurate information
as discovered post hearing. Two questions were asked by Commissioner Scott in regards to
operations at Concord Steam and are were answered as follows:

1. Has Concord Steam paid its emission fees?
Answer: Yes

2. Have you completed NOx testing?
Answer: Yes

Upon further investigation and questioning of our employees, we have determined that neither of
these answers were accurate although at the time they were being answered Mr. Bloomfield
believed both of the to be truthful.

In regards to the first question —$40,000 of the $72,065.22 emission fees were paid by the
company. It is the company’s intent to pay the remainder as soon as possible. We are in a period
of time where cash flow is tight because of the lack of steam sales over the summer and fully
expect that we will be able to pay the fees in full in the next two months.

In regards to the second question While NOx testing had been scheduled it was not yet
completed due to boiler load requirements and is only now being completed as there is now
sufficient load on the steam system to accomplish the necessary testing. Testing should be fully
completed by the end of October.

If there are any questions please call me.

Yours Truly
J
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Mark E. Saltsman
Vice President


